Boca do Lobo Reinvents
Contemporary Style

Boca do Lobo Reinvents Contemporary Style at Maison et Objet Paris
“Each handmade piece of furniture is a medley of various materials. The workshop now spawns an expanding
range of custom-made and limited edition furniture that blends futuristic vision with almost-forgotten artisan
techniques.”
Boca do Lobo is an exclusive emotional experience, a sense of belonging and a state of mind. Striving to
encourage sensational experiences and creating beautiful pieces, we are also driven by the desire of
maintaining the Portuguese culture and tradition alive. Our designers possess an undeniable talent for
composing pieces, which stir emotion in their admirers. No detail or element is overlooked as they offer the
best at the frontier between design and art.

To the edition of Maison & Objet 2017, Boca do Lobo had showed the best of handmade traditional techniques
that brings up together contemporary design and Portuguese tradition. With more product typologies, we
strengthen and explore new fields such as lighting and upholstery, offering interior designers a plenty of options
for their projects.

“When creating the concept for our stand, we were looking for something that best describe us. Something at
the barrier of classical and contemporary language, that shows the interaction between squared volumes and
classical architectonic details. We decided to give a step forward in terms of visual communication, being
more audacious and proving that Boca do Lobo can easily adapt the language to contemporary spaces,
preserving their deep roots in Portuguese culture”, explains Marco Costa, brand manager and head of Design.

“Regarding new products, we have a plenty of options that were developed in order to complement some of our
needs, such as lighting and seating. New wall lamps were presented, where materials such as brass had thrived,
as well as two new sofas - one is a reinterpretation of the classic Chesterfield Armchair, entirely produced with
leather; and another one, the Imperfectio Sofa incorporates brass and it praises artisanal work as the ultimate
form of art that is quite intentionally imperfect.

Besides, following the concept of the latest design series we´ve launched in 2016 – Metamorphosis – we´ve
also presented new center and side tables, composed by glass and marble, that will stand out due their
simples and straight lines”, he continues.

Alexandre Calvário, one of the main Designers in charge of the creative process, also talks about the new
products and explains: “Boca do Lobo has been exploring the concept of modification and how things can be
transformed and changed, and that was the inspirational motto for Melted Mirror. According to this concept,
we also have Supernova chandelier, a charismatic lighting design that draws inspiration from an explosion
stopped in time that left some suspended brass particles behind, and a special chandelier entirely made of
brass wires that honors a classical language.”

Boca do Lobo´s latest endeavour based itself on the desire to offer a greater variety of products. The feeling of
exclusivity engages our brand and takes it to a higher level of demand. Those were, once again, the values
behind the creation of the Limited Edition new pieces.

When Boca do Lobo decided to give a step forward in terms of visual communication, the products that were
launched then brought up the irreverent style of our brand. Boca do Lobo shows, once again, the capacity to
adapt to the latest design trends, without losing it´s origins in the Portuguese culture.

You can download high resolution images in our website’s press area.
Hope to hear from you soon!
ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their wisdom from years
of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest technological methods to shape the
finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless luxurious cosmopolitan environments.
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